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New Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230
Smiling all-in-one entertainment

•

Stylish and friendly design in a 20-inch format

•

Space-saving and easy to set up

•

Entertainment center

All-in-ones are a main feature of the booming desktop market. They address people looking for new
ways to use technology both for creating content and enjoying it all with a friendly interface.
Since 2009, Packard Bell has established itself as a key player on the all-in-one segment, with its
acknowledged oneTwo series. Focusing on its unprecedented 20-inch format, the Packard Bell
oneTwo S, Packard Bell now launches the Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230.
Stylish and intuitive, this newcomer suits modern digital life and fits into any room, is easy to set up
and is the indispensable entertainment center.

Stylish and friendly design
The Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230 is striking with its unique round design that evokes happiness and
relays a friendly, simple and fun everyday experience.
Its ultra-slim, streamlined design saves space. The chassis comes in glossy black to easily match any
decor. The chrome-coloured back-stand can be adjusted with one hand to get the best viewing angle.

Space-saving and easy to set up
Packard Bell has paid great attention to design details and ease-of-use: for example, the most used
controls and IO ports are placed on the side of the all-in-one. Integrated stereo speakers are located
at the front for the best sound effect.
Finally, with a single power cord, the new Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230 is definitely easy to set up.

All-in-one entertainment center
The new Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230 features top-of-the-line components to ensure ultra-smooth
multitasking.
The 20-inch high-definition LED backlit display provides vivid HD ready images and is enriched by the
True studio-audio of THX® TruStudio PC™.
With up to 8 GB of storage, the Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230 will also hold a full library of photos,
videos and movies that you add to at any time using the multi-in-one card reader. With the 2 USB3.0

ports smartly located at the front, your files will fly from one device to another up to 10 times faster
than before.
And you will live memorable moments thanks to your 2 MP HD webcam. Video calling on Skype lets
you share them with your friends and family. You’ll never miss out on the moments that matter most.
Back-up and file duplication are no more an issue thanks to Nero10 Essentials and its easy backup.
For complete freedom, you can enjoy your all-In-one also with the optional wireless keyboard and
mouse, for fun and entertainment that lasts even longer.
The Packard Bell oneTwo S 3230 features the AMD dual-core E1-1200 Accelerated Processor
(APU) with AMD Radeon™ HD7310 graphics, supporting Microsoft DirectX® 11.

Packard Bell oneTwo S will be available on shelves in October 2012, starting at an estimated street
price of 499€.
Availability, software offer and technical features may vary according to countries.
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About Packard Bell
Packard Bell pioneered the use of the PC in the home, taking an office tool and turning it into a friendly,
indispensable feature of the modern home. Stylish products with cool features, accessible to everyone, are the
hallmarks of the brand. Acer Inc., the world's second-largest notebook PC vendor, acquired Packard Bell in 2008.
The company designs environmentally friendly products and has established a green supply chain through
collaboration with suppliers.
Visit www.packardbell.com for more information.
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